Elephant’s Blanket Pattern

Hello again... Yes, yes, it took forever but I finally did the blanket pattern. Bear in mind that this
is a new pattern, not the same as the first picture going around on internet. I had to make a
new one because I just couldn’t remember how I did the first blanket.
I hope you enjoy this as much as the elephant, considering that making the blanket will take
way more time to do it.
Here we go!
I’m using US terminology.
Abbreviations:
[ ] = repeat as indicated
BLO = back loop only
FLO = front loop only
sc = simple crochet
slst= slip stitch
inv slst = invisible slip stitch

inc= increase
dec= decrease
hdc= half double crochet
dc = double crochet
fpdc= front post double crochet

Materials for the Blanket
Hook 1.75 or 2mm
Cotton thin Yarn (3 strands): (Thin enough for the hook)
Colours:
- Blue (E)
- Mint or light green (I)
- Yellow (A)
- Orange (F)
- Fuchsia (J)
- Peach (B)
Lilac
(G)
- Light blue (C)
- Red (H)
- Green (D)
Needle for wool (thin one, if you can find or embroidery needle)
Pins
2 Small mirrors of 1” or 2.5cm (circular or square)
Beads:
- 4 large beads for the corners of your blanket
- 3 drop shape beads
- 1 large bead (any material) for the top of the blanket.
- 4 biggish size beads: 2 for the head and chest piece. 2 for the middle of side pieces of the blanket.
- 1 big wooden coloured bead or any with the hole big enough to pass the tail through.
- Several medium size beads of assorted colours.
- Several small size beads of assorted colours.
- Several small size beads of 1 colour to sew to the border of the whole blanket.
Sequins of several sizes and colours.
Regular needle size No. 12 (small black and green sachet in the photo) or Beading Needle.
Transparent thin nylon thread or fishing line or Nymo specifically made for bead embroidery.

Nymo

Not every bead in the
list appears in the
photo.

Mirrors

Body (central) Piece
Row 1		
Row 2		
		
		
		

: In colour A: 12dc in magic ring, join, ch1
: [Sc in the same stich where you joined, inc] repeat around until reaching sc 16, make
the last increase in the space before the start (see photo 1 and 2), then cut off yarn
and close with and invisible slst (see photo 3 and 4) with the help of a needle or the
hook, pull to close.

last
inc here

sc 16
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Row 3		
		

: In colour B and BLO: hdc, hdc-inc, [2hdc, inc] repeat around,
hdc-dec in last stitch, join and cut off yarn (see photo 6).

Row 4		
		
		
		

: In colour C: Sc to join yarn (counts as a stitch), sc, fpdc to the
front loop of stitch in row 2 underneath, don’t skip any stitch
behind the fpdc, [2sc, fpdc] repeat around, join with inv slst, cut
off yarn. (24sc, 12fpdc) (see photos 7 to 10).
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Row 5		
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: In colour D, join new yarn in any space between the 2sc’s of previous row, ch2, hdc
in same place, fpdc around the fpdc of prev. row (see photo 11), [2hdc, fpdc, hdc-inc,
fpdc] repeat around (42)(see photos 12 and 13).
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Row 6		
		

: In colour E, join new yarn in any space, ch3, dc in same place, 6dc, [dc-inc, 6dc]
repeat until the end, cut off yarn, join with inv slst (48).
Check with your elephant the size of your circle.
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Row 7		
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: In colour F, join new yarn in any space,
ch3, (4tr, dc) in same space (corner),
dc, 2hdc, 5sc, 2hdc, dc, (dc, 4tr, dc),
repeat until the end, cut off yarn, join
with inv slst (68).
Squaring the circle.
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Row 8		
		
		
		
		
		

: In colour G, join new yarn with an sc
in the 3rd sc of previous row, 8sc,
(sc, ch1, sc) in the corner, 16sc,
(sc, ch1,sc), 16sc, (sc, ch1,sc), 16sc,
(sc, ch1, sc), 8sc, cut off yarn and join
with inv slst. (72 + 4chs).

		
		

Leave this piece for now, we’ll be back
to it later to join to other side pieces.
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Mirror (side) Piece (x 2)
Row 1		
: In colour D: Ch20, join with slst, ch3 (first dc), 35 dc around the chain, join, ch1 (37)
		 Check that your circle covers enough of the mirror.
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Row 2		
		
		
		
		

: Sc in the same stitch where you joined, 4sc, inc, [5sc, inc] repeat around until you
reach the end and you will see that you are missing a space where the last inc should
be (see photo 22 and 23) so you make and sc in the space pointed with the arrow
(where you usually don’t make stitches), then cut off yarn and do the inv slst, where
the loop made to join will become your 2nd sc for the increase (42).
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inv slst

first sc of the inc

inv slst
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inv slst

loop counting as last
sc for the inc

Row 3		
: In colour C: [6sc, inc] repeat around, cut off yarn, join with inv slst (48).
		 In this row, the joining stitch doesn’t count as a stitch.
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Row 4		
: In colour G: Join with sc, 2sc, 2hdc, dc, (dc, tr, ch1, tr, dc) in same stitch for the corner,
		
dc, 5sc, 2hdc, dc, (dc, tr, ch1, tr, dc),
		
dc, 2hdc, 5sc, 2hdc, dc, (dc, tr, ch1, tr, dc),
		
dc, 2hdc, 5sc, 2hdc, dc, (dc, tr, ch1, tr, dc),
		
dc, 2hdc, sc, sc-dec in the last 2 stitches, so the final count is 5sc
		
(considering that the joining stitch is counting as one sc in this row),
		
cut off yarn, join with inv slst (60).
		 Squaring the circle.
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Row 5		
		
		
		
		

: In colour H: Start where you joined, sc in each stitch and
4sc’s in the corners, between the 2 tr’s and skip making a
sc in the second tr, to make even 14sc’s between the
corners on every side. Cut yarn off and join with an inv slst
(72).

For the back side of this piece, in same colour
as the circle. Make 2:
Row 1		
: Ch3,11 dc in magic ring,
		
join with slst. (12)
Row 2		
: Ch3, dc in same st, dc-inc in
		
every stitch, join with slst. (24)
Row 3		
: Ch3, dc in same st, [dc, dc-inc]
		
repeat around, cut off and leave
		
a long tail to join (with an inv slst)
		
and sew to the main piece. (36)
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Leave this piece aside for now.
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Joining the Body and Mirror pieces of the Blanket
Starting in the middle of the central piece.
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2nd sc

sc in loop

In BLO, sc until you reach the ch1 corner, sc on
the loop of the chain, put the next sc in 2nd sc
(corner) or the mirror piece (see photo 36),
continue with sc’s along until you reach the next
corner: 2sc’s in the 2nd of the 4th sc (see photo
37), ch1, 2sc in the 3rd, sc along and repeat the
procedure for the rest of the blanket.
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The counting of sc’s between corners is not really important.
You can add or not another row of sc’s, depending on how
long your blanket will hang to the sides of the elephant, and
considering also the bead size.
Place the blanket on the elephant to check.

If you can add another row, sc in every stitch and make (sc, ch1,sc) in the corners.
When you almost reach the center back of the body piece, where the bottom of the elephant should
be, dec once (see photo 40), continue sc along repeating the procedure in the corners.
Do not decrese on the starting (front) side, just cut off yarn, join with inv slst and weave in ends.
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back side

40
dec

front side

Now, we sew together the inner sides of
the blanket, using the same colour of the
border.
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From the back of one side of the blanket,
grab the back loop of each facing stitch
(see photo 41 to 44). You can come back
and stitch once more if you want. Repeat
to join the other side.
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Attaching the circles pieces to the back of the side pieces of the blanket, sew half of the circle, add
the mirror and continue sewing. Since both circles (green ones) have the same stitch count, it makes
easier to see where to place the needle (see photos 46 to 50). Just check every so often that you are
positioning the needle in the right place, so your finishings look good. Repeat the procedure for the
other side of the blanket.
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Usually, the mirror have a thin transparent
film covering it, remove this at the very end
of your work, once all the embroidery and
beading has been added.
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Head Piece
Row 1		
Row 2		
		
Row 3		
		
Row 4		
		
Row 5		
		
		

: In colour I: 6sc in magic ring, cut off and join with inv slst (6).
: In colour J: In BLO, Inc in every stitch, except the joining stitch (doesn’t count as an
sc), join with slst, ch1 (12).
: [Sc (in same place where you joined), inc] repeat around, cut off and join with inv slst
(18).
: In colour D, BLO, join where the closing slst is: 8 sc, (hdc, dc) in next stitch, (dc, hdc)
in next stitch, 8sc, join with slst, ch1 (20)
: [2sc, inc] 3 times, sc (should fall on the first dc of previous row, see photo 52),
(sc, ch1, sc) on the following dc of prev. row, sc, inc, 2sc, inc, 2sc, inc, sc, cut off yarn
and join with inv slst (28).
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Row 6		
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: In colour E, BLO, join where the closing slst is: 3sc, inc, 10sc, (sc, ch1, sc), 10sc, inc,
2sc, cut off and close with inv slst, leaving enough yarn to later join it to the blanket.
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Place the head piece on the elephant, to figure out where to
start the side straps. Use a stitch marker or a pin.
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Notice that the strap is bendy, this is because is following the
contour of the head and ears of the elephant. Do check with
your elephant to confirm the straps are ok.
First Strap : In this case, start after the first inc of the previous
row. (see photos 55 to 57)
Row 1		
Row 2		
Row 3		
Row 4		
Row 5		
Row 6		
Row 7		
Row 8		
Row 9		
Row 10-19
Row 20
		
		

: Join with sc and ch1, 3sc, ch1, turn
: 4sc, ch1, turn
: dec, sc, inc, ch1, turn
: 4sc, ch1, turn
: dec, 2sc, ch1, turn
: 3sc, ch1, turn
: dec, inc, ch1, turn
: 3sc, ch1, turn
: dec, inc, ch1, turn
: 3sc (ch1, turn)
: ch1, return with sc over the side (front) of the
strap, cut off yarn, join with inv slst, weave in
end. (18)

Second Strap : Pin the position where it should be. (see
photo 58). Follow the same directions but backwards in
rows 3, 5, 7 and 9.
Do until row 17 and then ch5 (loop for button), join with slst
to last stitch, cut off yarn and weave in end (see photo 59).
Now join new thread to the first stitch of the strap (see
photo 60), 16sc along the side, cut off and join with inv slst,
weave in end.
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Chest Piece
Row 1		

: In colour I: 6sc in magic ring, but don’t close it tight, ch1, turn (6). (see photo 62)

Row 2		
		

: sc, 4 inc’s in the next 4 sts, sc, ch1, don’t turn, sc in the same st but to the side, 2sc in
the center, sc in the next st, cut off yarn and join with inv slst. (see photos 63 to 65)
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Row 3		
		
		

: In colour J: In BLO, 3sc, (sc, ch1, sc), sc,
2sc, inc, 2sc, inc, sc, (sc, ch1, sc), sc cut
off and join with inv slst (see photo 66).

Row 4		
		
		
		

: In colour D, BLO, join in the 2nd sc of the
corner, 5sc, (sc, ch1, sc), 5sc, inc, 2sc,
inc, 6sc, (sc, ch1, sc), join with slst
(see photo 67).

Row 5		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

: Slst towards the corner (see photo 68), ch4, 2tr in the
same st, dc-dec, ch1, 2sc along the side of the 2nd dc of
the dec (see photo 69), 6sc, inc, 6sc, ch1 , yarn over and
make a dc-dec (positioning the first half of the first dc in
the same stitch as the last sc, see photos 70 and 71, and
make the first half of the second dc in the next stitch), 3tr,
ch1, return through the last tr with slst, make an inv slst to
close (see photo 72 and 73).
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First Strap
Row 1		
Row 2 - 9

: Start on the first tr, join and ch1, 2sc, ch1, turn (see photo 74)
: 3sc, ch1, turn (except in last row), cut off yarn and weave in end. (see photo 74)
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Second Strap
Row 1		
: Start on the first tr right next to the ch4 (see photo 75), join and ch1, 2sc, ch1, turn
Row 2 - 9
: 3sc, ch1, turn (except in last row), cut off yarn and weave in end.
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Bottom Back Piece
Row 1		
Row 2		

: In colour D, ch 26: hdc in 2nd ch from hook, hdc along till the end, ch1, turn (25).
: hdc along, cut yarn off and weave in ends (25). The strap will curve a bit, which is fine.
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Row 3		
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: We will work in the chain side. Find the middle of the piece (ch 13) (see photo 77).
We will start from left to right, join yarn in the ch 15 (2 before the center), make a ch6
and attach with slst (2 after the center, see photos 78 and 79), ch1, 10sc over the
chain, slst to join in the next stitch, cut off and weave in ends.
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Row 4		
Row 5		

: Join yarn in the 4th sc on the chain (see photo 80), ch2, 3hdc, ch1, turn.
: 3hdc, cut off yarn, leaving long tail to sew to the blanket.
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Pin the position of
the piece to know
where to sew it to
the blanket from
underneath.
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Before you do the final embellishments, place all the pieces together.
Pin the head piece on top (see photo 83), which will be the last piece to sew to the blanket; then pin
the straps to the bottom of the elephant’s head, to know where to place the button or bead to close
it (see photo 84). Pin the chest piece to the blanket (see photo 85), then sew the buttons or beads in
place.
Once you have the buttons or beads sewn, make loops with chs, on the blanket, to hold the buttons
(see photo 87).
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Needle Embellishment
Make chains around the circles, either with a hook or needle, using different colours (see photos 89
to 91).

Make a simple needle stitch (see photos 92 to 93), then go over the spaces inbetween stitches, to
make a full circle (see photos 94 and 95), if you wish you can add a last detail to the stitch by pasing
the needle through underneath every stitch (see photos 95 to 98).
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Chain stitch around the mirror pieces, between the two rows of the same colour (see photo 99).
Optional: Stitch around the squares of the mirror pieces (see photo 100).
If the corners of the blanket get too curly, it’s time to do a chain or slst row around the whole border
but with the chain side on the reverse of the blanket (see photo 101).
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Add decorative needle stitches on the head and chest piece as well (see photo 102).
I think the blanket looks pretty well as it is, don’t you?! But once you start adding embellishments it
gets harder and harder to stop! Having said that, let’s continue with the beading.
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Beading Embellishment
Start adding the beads from the center going outwards, choose the colours you want or have available, add the sequins and go crazy! Or... you can follow the beading pattern in the photos.
If you use a transparent thread, be careful and check that it doesn’t get tangled on the beads around.
Try to weave in every thread as you go. If the reverse of your blanket gets too messy, you might want
to sew a non woven frabric or felt to hide the mess.
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Looks gorgeous, doesn’t it?!
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Continue adding beads and sequins to the head and chest piece.
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Once you are done with the main
pieces embellishments, start with the
smaller beads around the borders and
the corners big beads. Lastly, sew the
head piece to the blanket.
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Add the wooden bead to the tail, ideally before finishing the tail’s hairy bit.
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How cute is this?!

Now... admire your work and have a nice hot cup of tea or coffee. After all this work you deserve it!

I hope you find this pattern easy to follow, the process enjoyable and that you gift your work
to a loved one (just have in mind that because of the little bits, don’t give this as a toy to small
children).
Please don’t sell this pattern, nor claim it as yours, instead add a link to my blog
www.designerhands.wordpress.com or my facebook page www.facebook.com/designerhands
Blessings to you!
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